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The ANDREW HILFIGER collection takes from a disheveled blend of romance 

and chaos through androgyny. The clothing itself has an inherently unkempt 

poetic nature which illustrates the unglamorous side of rock n roll. 

Throughout my upbringing rock n roll has always surrounded me,from an 

early age, going on tour and performing with my Dad’s bands to living in 

a house with a massive rock n  roll archive. The collection strives to 

capture the visual representation of the lifestyle and music of rock n 

roll through clothing. I have studied everything about their lifestyle 

down to the way they walk and talk. I look closely at live videos and 

action shots as a way to inform silhouette and construction techniques. 

Aspects of my collection are inspired by the energy and liveliness of 

clothing in movement on stage and I create pieces in my collection that 

look like they’re in movement when they’re in there organic state. I use 

a mix of feminine fabrics as well as traditionally masculine ones. It’s 

the combination of traditionally masculine silhouettes and garments mixed 

with feminine fabrics that gives the clothing edge. I chose to shoot the 

collection on film, for I wanted to create a series of seemingly candid 
photographs of the models fully in their element in a really natural 

and semi posed manner. I take a lot of references from old pictures of 

The Rolling Stones from the early 70s,specifically The Rolling Stones 
recording of Exile On Main St. This record was recorded in the summer of 

’71 in a chateau in the south of France, in a rented villa named Nellcôte. 

Recording sessions would happen at all hours of the night. Without the 

confines of a proper recording studio, the sessions ended up being fairly 
loose and unorganized which shows in the disheveled tableau of the songs.I 

wanted to show the same sort of elegantly wasted gypsy demeanor in both 

the AH garments and the shoot.
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Sarah wears lambskin moto jacket with cotton bell bottom trousers and 
plays a ballad on the patio.



Sid wears AH Keith Shirt (raw silk), suede waist belt, AH 

Crushed Velvet Trousers and vintage snake skin boots, while 

playing a beat up 1970 Fender Telecaster 



Sid plays Albion By Peter Doherty on Acoustic. 



The guest house with amps, guitars, drums, deer skin 

carpets, flowers,and candles. Sid, Sarah, Bill and I played 
Stones, Hendrix and Babyshambles all night. None of us 
had ever played together, but there was a good chemistry 

between us while playing, it sort of clicked you know. 



The house sits on top a high hill in 
Greenwich Connecticut, with views of 
the long island sound.



Sid has a smoke in the driveway, wearing AH Waxed 

Deer Skin Blazer and Re Purposed Denim Jeans.
Vinnie, Sarah, and Sid take a ride in the Mercedes. 



Sarah hanging out on the tennis court 
wearing AH Grace wastelands collaged 
long sleeve shirt. 



Sid, Vinnie and Sarah stand around the fountain 
out in the garden. 





Sid perched in doorway, 

wearing AH oiled horse 

leather shirt, with AH 

Pete doherty printed 

long sleeve shirt, AH re 

purposed denim jeans, and 

AH waxed deer leather 

guitar strap, styled as a 

belt and dior homme leather 

boots. 



Sid Messing around 

in the chicken coop, 

wearing AH wool pin 

stripe suit, with 

silk tie.





Sarah wearing AH Printed Silk Shirt. 



Beechwood live at Berlin underground. Sometime in march, last 
show before the pandemic.  

                                            

Sid wearing AH Metal Woven Cotton Blazer at a Beechwood 
performance back in March. The blazer has twisted seams 

on the vents, allowing the sleeve to make a bell shape 

when in motion.



Sarah wearing AH Lambskin Moto Jacket, with gold buckle 
waist belt and Cotton Bell Bottom Trousers.



Al wearing Ah printed silk shirt, ah Lambskin leather pants, 

playing 72 Gibson les paul triumph bass.  

Sid plays CBGB's house kit, wearing AH Oiled Horse 
Leather Shirt, AH Pete Doherty Knit Sweater and AH Re 
Purposed Denim Jeans.



Sarah lounges on couch wearing Ah throne collared 
shirt and AH red velvet pants.

Quinn rocks Ah mud dyed jacket and ah cord pants while 
playing 68 fender telecaster out of the boogie amp. 





Guitars always get the best place. 

1961 Gretsch sparkle 
jet. 1968 fender 
telecaster.. 1970 
Fender telecaster.







Al plays 1972 Gibson Les Paul Triumph bass. 



Vinnie wearing Ah heavy linen 
overcoat with Ah twisted seam 
Lambskin pants. 





Al hangs from wooden rafter, wearing AH Re Purposed Denim 
Stage Coat, with hand cut deer antler buttons and AH Mud 

Silk Pussybow Shirt.





Sid and Vinnie fishing frogs out of the fountain. Vinnie's wearing ah heavy linen long coat with 
ah lambskin leather pants. Sid's wearing ah leather blazer with Pete hat and re purposed 
denim jeans. 





Opposite page: Quinn wearing AH Mud Dyed Moto Jacket. 
The jacket is made from vegetable tanned deer leather 

sourced from a tannery in upstate New York. The jacket 

was buried in mud for 8 months.

Round Hill Estate 

The landscape is very rural, it felt 

like we were staying at redlands in the 

English countryside.





Sid plays Dead Flowers. 



Sarah wears cropped 
military jacket And lace 
front lambskin pant with 
exposed stitching. 


